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Kawasaki Kisen Kaisha, Ltd.
Developed a New Concept Design of FLNG Hull
that Achieves Shorter Construction Period and Cost Reduction
～Approval in Principle (AIP) from American Bureau of Shipping～
Kawasaki Kisen Kaisha, Ltd. (“K” LINE) and JGC CORPORATION (JGC) jointly developed a
new concept of FLNG (floating LNG) Hull (Note 1) and have received Approval in Principle (AIP)
(Note 2) from American Bureau of Shipping (ABS), in which the LNG storage tanks of existing
LNG carriers are to be utilized.
FLNG is suitable for the development of offshore natural gas fields, especially small and
medium-sized gas fields where onshore LNG plants are not profitable. FLNG also reduces the
cost of laying subsea pipelines and enables it to be diverted to other sea areas after the natural
gas field is depleted. There are many small and medium-sized offshore natural gas fields
around the world. With the increase in energy demand especially in emerging countries and the
shift to natural gas as low-carbon fuel, there are already several FLNG projects that are
presently underway mainly in Asia and Africa.
Supported by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism (Note 3), “K” LINE
and JGC have developed a new type of FLNG Hull. This FLNG Hull pursues the following
effects by transferring and utilizing the spherical (Moss type) tanks from the existing LNG
carriers of the earlier generation as an LNG storage facility which is FLNG’s core function.


Reduce Hull construction costs by eliminating the need to build new LNG storage tanks,
which are expensive and require special techniques



Increase the candidates of shipyards that can build the Hull, thereby shortening the lead
time and reducing the construction cost
“K” LINE has been engaged in the LNG transportation business for many years and has

extensive experiences in the construction and operation of LNG carriers. “K” LINE is also
involved in the offshore business by participating in the owning and operation of FPSO (Note 4).
JGC Group has a world-leading track record in FLNG as they have been involved in the design,
procurement, and construction (EPC) of two of the seven FLNGs in operation or under
construction around the world, as well as providing commissioning support.
LNG is positioned as a relatively low-carbon and clean fuel among fossil fuels. The use of
LNG is expected to grow continuously and steadily along with the increasing demand in
emerging countries. With this development results of FLNG with JGC, “K” LINE will continue to
focus on the LNG value chain business to meet the diversifying needs of our customers.
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(Note 1) FLNG is mainly comprised of a hull (including LNG storage tanks) and a topside plant
which produces, stores, and ships LNG by liquefying natural gas on the sea.
(Note 2) AIP means ABS considers that the conceptual engineering as proposed is feasible for
the intended application, and the facilities as presented are, in principle, in compliance with the
applicable requirements of the applicable Rules/Regulations
(Note 3) Research and development of advanced technology related to marine resource
development: MLIT support companies engaged in research and development for the
commercialization of packaged products used in ships and products that contribute to cost
reduction in the field of ocean development.
(Note 4) About FPSO service: https://www.kline.co.jp/en/service/energy/about/fpso.html
<AIP Letter>
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